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IP for Plants

☼ Plant Patent Statute (35 U.S.C.§161 et seq.)

☼ Plant Variety Protection Act of 1970 (7 U.S.C.§161 et seq.) 

☼ Utility Patent Statute (35 U.S.C.§101 et seq.)

☼ Trade Secrets (for processes)



Plant Patent Statute

(35 U.S.C.§161 et seq.)

☼ Invents or discovers (in a cultivated area) a new variety of plant

- must show identifiable features that make it new

- must establish that the new variety is non-obvious

☼ Must show asexually reproduced the new variety of plan

- must show all circumstances of the reproduction

☼ USPTO: Rooting cutting, grafting, budding, division etc. 



Plant Patent Statute

(35 U.S.C.§161 et seq.)

☼ USPTO grants about 1k to 1.5k / year

- approximately 24 have been granted for cannabis

☼ Infringement requires asexual reproduction (exact duplication)

☼ Extends only to the plant – it does not protect seed or pollen 

from the plant from being used

☼Term is 20 years from filing date of the application





Plant Variety Protection Act

(35 U.S.C.§161 et seq.)

☼ Registrations provided by U.S. Department of Agriculture

☼ Provides protection directed to novel varieties of sexually 

reproduced plants by authorizing issuance of Certificates of Plant 

Variety Protection”

☼ Applies only to seed-bearing plants

☼ Requires Novelty (novel variety): distinctiveness, uniformity and 

stability – Does not require non-obviousness

☼ Infringing acts include sexually multiplying the variety as well as 

producing hybrids



Plant Variety Protection Act

(35 U.S.C.§161 et seq.)

☼ Must submit 3,000 seeds with an 85% or more germination rate 

within 3 months of filing the application

☼ Grants about 400 Certificates annually  

☼ None known to be for cannabis, a DEA Schedule 1 drug, BUT 

Dept. Ag. recently began receiving applications for industrial hemp 

(Cannabis sativa having less than 0.3% THC)

☼ Included in Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of 

Plants (UPOV) 

☼Term is 20 years from filing date of the application





Utility Patent Statute

(as applied to plants)

☼ Invents or discovers a new and useful process, machine, article 

of manufacture, or composition of nature

☼ Available (potentially) for plant tissue, cells, seeds or whole 

plants

☼ Also (potentially) cover parts of the plant, uses of the plant, 

methods used to create the plant, methods for processing the 

plant, and even edibles (like brownies) that contain an extract 

from that plant

☼ Only option for seed-propagated non-hemp cannabis



Utility Patent Statute

(as applied to plants)

☼ Close to 400k utility patents grant each year 

☼ The USPTO has granted close to 1k utility patents that mention 

cannabis and specifically recite any of cannabis, THC, CBD or 

CBN specifically in the claims

☼Term is 20 years from filing earliest non-provisional application 

priority filing date of the application

☼ Claims







Trade Secrets

☼ Requires active steps to maintain secrecy even within company

☼ Claim requires establishing TS (need documents):

- identify the TS with particularity

- show access to TS is limited within company

- show who has had access, when and why

☼Potentially Last Forever
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